February 2021

February has revolved around inclusion and usability with updates for color-blindness accessibility, and
overall improvements to our user experience.
Do you know how much infrastructure you manage? The colder months are a good time for an internal
review, so cozy up before the rush of spring and evaluate your current monitoring and alerting, audit
your checks and site performance, and evaluate your user interface.
We’re keeping the furnace going with regular updates and improvements. Read on to see what we’ve
been up to.

What's New at Uptime.com
Changes to Our User Interface
We have revamped our user interface for Checks and Alerts, improving visibility of check status for all
users; including creating standout icons compatible with color blindness.

Color-Coded Uptime Response Time Values
Color-coded response time values are dependent on setting a target SLA or target response time
value. Color coding affects check reports, our main checks page, dashboards, status pages, and SLA
reports, including all downloadable PDF reporting.

Check out our documentation for more details.

Industry News from Uptime.com
Dispelling 7 SLA Myths that Keep Your Devops Awake at
Night

DevOps fits this odd niche between development and oversight. Like any “Wild West” type of position,
pretty much anything goes. You make the rules, and as long as the lights are on you’re considered a
success. But alongside that freedom come the rumors and myths that inspire such dread that you
quietly hope they don’t apply to you.
We want to help put your mind at ease by dispelling at least some of the rumors and myths that muddle
the field you love so dearly. Let’s dive into it.

Dispel the Myths

Website Performance in 2021: What's Black and White
and Read All Over?

Speed and function. Two words to live by when analyzing and optimizing your site, but 2021 comes
with the need for an additional word: accessibility.
From color blind accessibility in your UI, to increasingly detailed SLAs and speed requirements, where
should you be spending your valuable resources to keep your competitive edge?

Improve Your Performance

Uptime.com Rated Best Overall
For the third consecutive year, Uptime.com is rated
best overall web monitoring service for 2021.

What Customers Say About Uptime.com
“[Our company] was looking for a monitoring tool to replace the one we currently had. We used
PINGDOM, DataDog, PRTG, and other services during our initial review. We ended up choosing
uptime! Their customer service was very polite and fast. They interface was very easy and user
friendly. Their knowledge base articles also helped out a lot if we had questions. Most of all they, give
you the proper bang for your buck!”

Thank You for Making Us Your Choice for Website
Monitoring

Review Uptime.com on G2 Crowd

Like what you see here? Check out our past newsletters for more articles, updates, and information.
See what's new in our release notes.
Lastly, give us a shout

📣at support@uptime.com if you have any questions.

Happy Monitoring,
The Uptime.com Team
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